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Date: 08.09.2014. 

To: all welcome 

From: tihana@pilar.hr 

No:  02 – PULA 2014  

Hello everyone! 
 

as expected, we have successfully completed the first 
two warm-up tournaments of the festival and our 

hunger for bridge has just heated up. I am sure you 
have all enjoyed the first two days, but, as always, 

there are some players who enjoyed it a tiny bit 

more than the others. The winners, of course. 
The competition of IMP pairs tournament fielded 164 

pairs eager to win, or at least have some fun. The 
laureates come from Croatia with a 3 IMP margin 

over Czech and Polish pairs tied in second place. 

 
1. A Stankovic –T Scepanovic (CRO)  +79 IMP 

2. P Svobodova – O Svoboda  (CZE)    +76 IMP 
T Pilch - M Pieczka  (POL)        +76 IMP 

 
Congratulations to the winners! 

 

 
IMP pairs winners: Andrea Stankovic & Tomislav 
Scepanovic 
 
Sunday is traditionally reserved for our cross-gender 

and less-cross-gender teams tournaments, and this 

year brought us the innovation of playing with pre-
dealt hands. This simplifies teams’ rulings on who 

should pay what at the bar since butler scores are 
available and culprits are easy to spot. 

 
Mixed teams had 42 teams competing. Douglas 

Adams would have been proud. After the battles 
faded, the winners emerged with the furious last 

round and a 19.74 VP win on the first table: 

 
1. TOMI (R Braun, M Eggeling, T Gotard, J 

Jansma, A Jansma) 
2. FRANZ (I Betina Artmer, J Simon, F Terraneo, 

S Terraneo) 

3. .MY NAME IS BOBBY BROWN (G Dombi, H 
Hudzka, G Macskasy, G Nyaradi)  

 
Men’s teams had 39 teams competing and after a 

photo-finish a Polish team came victorious: 
 

1. DRYL (W Burakowski, I Kowalczyk, J 

Russyan, T Wisniewski) 
2. LAPLAS  (J Ciechomski, B Igla, P Nawrocki, T 

Urbanski, P Wiankowski) 
3. PRAVDA ZA DEANA (B Handley Pritchard, B 

Kauzlaric, S Simic, A Stankovic, L Zunic) 

 
On Monday we play Board-a-Match followed by the 

karaoke party in the Yacht club with the discounted 
drinks prices. Bridge followed by the discount on 

drinks and a karaoke show should guarantee us yet 

another exciting day in Pula. 
 

On Tuesday you can relax during the day, grab some 
sun, jump into the sea and get ready for the evening 

when we play cross-gender and less-cross-gender 
pairs tournaments. Please remember to register in 

advance. 
 

So let’s continue! 
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UPCOMING EVENTS  
 

 

By SchTsch 
 

Mini Teams:  Board-a-Match 
 

On Monday we play Mini Teams and we will have 
pre-dealt boards. No shuffling, plug&play. There will 

be 4 afternoon sessions and 3 evening sessions. 
Please be sure to have the accurate count on rounds 

played and don’t leave after the third round thinking 

it’s dinner time already. It’s 4+3. 
In the evening we will have a karaoke party in the 

Yacht club with special drink prices so we expect you 
all to be there and have fun. 

 
Today we shall play something that we like to call 

Mini Teams, which is scored using the “Board-a-

Match” format (BAM).  
When your result on a hand is better you will score 2 

points -- and unlike IMPs, 430 is better than 420. 
When your result is exactly the same at both tables, 

the two teams split the points 1:1. 

If your side scores less on a given hand than the 
opponents do, you score no points on that deal and 

they get 2 points. 
We will play six boards every round, so in each round 

your maximum is 12 VPs. 
 

Again, we kindly ask you to register in time. Our 

registration desk ladies feel lonely if no one visits 
them during morning hours.  

 
Past winners: 

 

2013 
Laplas  - Igla, Lasota, Nawrocki, Wiankowski 

Kings of barbu  - Handley Pritchard, Hydes, 
Marinovski, Zoric 

Breno  - Goler, Lanzarotti, Manno, Olivieri, Zaleski 
2012 

Breno – Buratti, Lanzarotti, Manno, Zaleski 

Prorabbit – Hauser, Hydes, Pritchard, Senior 
Slavica – Bjedov, Duricic, Mikic, Miskovic, Zadel 

2011 
Vergoed – Ciftcioglu, Topiol, Uslupehlivan, Vergoed 

Kval Med. Venner – Aal, Herland, Nost,Vage 

7. Kultcamp Rieneck – A. Babsch, Basegmez, 
M. Gromoeller, Schreckenberger 

 

2010 

Belgo– Donder, Handley-Pritchard, R. Probst, V. Zorić 
Consus Oil – Filipowicz, Kupnicki, Majdanski, Martens 

Megler Smekk – Eide, Ellestad, Jorstad, Liugaard 
2009 

Point – Ciechomski, Z. Laszczak, T. Laszczak,  

           Paluchowski,  Rutkowski  
Bednarczyk – Bednarczyk, Gierulski, Nowak,  

           Skrzypczak   
Zabieniec – Burakowski, Ciechomski, Olech, Suwik   

 

 
2013 BAM winners 
 

 
Tomorrow we shall continue with 

 

Lara Ruso Mixed Pairs  
 

Again we have a mixed pairs event, this time MP 
scoring, to warm us up for the main events. The 

event starts at 9 PM. You have the whole day to rest, 

enjoy the sea and sun, or recover from Monday 
party. In the evening, find your partner of the 

opposite sex, play some bridge and please remember 
to register in time.  

 
 

Past winners: 

 
2013 

Paula Svobodova - Otakar Svoboda 
Pierfrancesco Parolaro - Beatrice Belle Coste 

Lisbeth Eide - Olav Molberg 

Linda Molle - Marco ter Larre 
Trayan Hristov - A Levkova 

2012 
Malgorzata Rojkowicz - Grzegorz Rewer 

Anna Lekova - Anton Georgiev 
Joanna Neve - Pierre Schmidt 

Carole Puillet - Tim Verbeek 

Zsuzsanna Kerekes  - Laszlo Szilagyi 
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2011 

Zsuzsanna Kerekes - Laszlo Szilagyi  
Alessandra Api - Claudio Longa  

Ewa Dziekanska - Krzysztof Dziekanski  
Aleksander Bobko - Ilona Bobko  

Marina Malkova - Dmitry Prokhorov  
2010 

Joanna Brede - Lukasz Brede  

Anna Pelszynska - Jakub Wojcieszek  
Zsuzsanna Kerekes - Laszlo Szilagyi  

Ewa Dziekanska - Krzysztof Dziekanski  
Sanja Zagajšek - Nenad Čaklović 

2009 

Boriana Pancheva - Ivan Chernev  
Maris Karklins - O Zolina  

Katalin Mezei - Peter Marjai  
E Meggyesi - Gabor Hajlik  

Paula Svobodova - Otakar Svoboda  

 

 
2013 Mixed pair winners 
 

Non-mixed pairs 
 
For those that were not able to find a partner of the 
opposite sex, we have the Non-mixed pairs event so 

there is really no excuse for not playing bridge on the 

Tuesday evening. Please remember to register in 
time and don’t forget to have fun. 

 
2013 

John Vaage - John Helge Herland 

A Dietrich - Raffael Braun  
Toni Mestrovic - Dino Rasic  

Maciej Rodzaj - Ryszard Skotarski  
Jerzy Michalek - Jerzy Stworzewicz  

2012 
Andrzej Hycnar - Marek Urbanski 

Miklos Dumbovich - Jozsef Harsanyi 

Dipak Poddar - Titendra Solani 
Asok Lean - Martin Jentsch 

Miroslaw Milaszewski - Tomasz Paluchowski 

 

2011 

Wieslaw Andruk - Andrzej Kondeja  
Ivan Nanev - Rosen Gunev  

Andrzej Jaszczak - Jacek Pszczola  
Darko Parežanin - Dimitraki Zipovski  

Berger - Stahl  

2010 
B Borisov - J Stamatov  

Ireneusz Kowalczyk - Tomasz Wisniewski  
Julian Klukowski - Roman Kierznowski  

Vasil Batov - Gachev  
Krzysztof Martens - Dominik Filipowicz  

2009 

Andreas Babsch - G Pollak  
Martin Rehder - Julius Linde  

Krzysztof Jassem - Piotr Lutostanski  
Karol Dautbegovic - A Horvath  

Ivan Nanev - Vladimir Mihov  

 

 
2013 Men’s pair winners 

 

IF YOU WANT TO 
 

- PROMOTE YOUR TOURNAMENT 
- THANK SOMEONE  
- CONGRATULATE SOMEONE 
- POST BIRTHDAY WISHES 

 
SEND e-mail to tihana@pilar.hr  
or post it at the Festival’s Facebook page 

mailto:tihana@pilar.hr
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Pseudo-Lightner 
by KotBasilio 

 

Teams, 2nd seat, game all, I hold: 
 

A8654 
42 

AK642 

K 
 

Not a bad hand at all, so after RHO opens 1NT, I 
enter the bidding with 2 diamonds that shows this 

suit and a major -- DONT, 5+4+. An alert from my 
lady doesn't seem to awake LHO and he passes. My 

sweetheart jumps to 3 hearts that is to pass-or-

correct. After a pass from the NT opener I take a 
view.  

 
It seems that my partner support in both majors 

gives our spade game some chances, especially if 

accompanied by a diamond shortage. I also like to 
have that singleton king  in the closed hand - here it 

performs much better! So i feel a little greedy and 
bid 4 spades not knowing yet that my RHO is holding 

KQJ10 in spades, for a start.  

 
Still, this leaves a void for my LHO who doesn't sleep 

anymore now.  
He requests explanations for all bids and after some 

thought produces 5 clubs. My lady and the stoical the 
RHO pass that to me. I still imagine a diamond 

shortage and so I dream about  4 or 5 tricks for us! 

So the double bid is in my hand and this becomes a 
final contract. 

 
1NT 2d! pass 3h! 

pass 4s 5c pass 

pass Dbl all pass 
 

Although I expected a diamond lead from my 
sweetheart, some out-of-nowhere the hearts 6 hits 

the table. "What is that?" - I think to myself - "my 
darling is so well-known for absolutely devastating 

opening leads and now she didn't hit the spot?!". The 

dummy spreads out: 
 

KQJ10 
A987 

QJ 

A92 
 

It's time for me to tremble: not only did i bid a poor 
game, but also in this contract i can only hope for my 

singleton king to help me set this one down, except 
for the case when my partner holding in clubs is 

exactly Jx -- then i'll soon be writing down -750 here 
instead of -800 in 4 spades -- not a big saving! 

 

Let's switch to her side to see what's happened. My 
lady holds: 

 
9732 

K653 

109 
642 

 
First, the bid of 3 hearts is hyper-aggressive and she 

knows it. Second, there's no diamond shortage i 
dreamed of, silly me! And the third, we have recently 

discussed some kind of Lightner doubles on game 

contacts! Since i've depicted a diamonds-spades two-
suiter, then maybe probably i ruff a heart?! This idea 

strategy fascinates her and she starts deciding which 
heart to lead. Normally she would lead the 5 (3rd / 

5th). But now she expects me to ruff immediately 

and then to make an intelligent decision on which 
suit to return. We play parity-based Lavintahl, so the 

5 would tell me about spade values, while the 6 
would mean diamonds. So here it comes - the 6 of 

hearts... 
 

Now let's switch to the declarer's side. He looks at 

the contract: 
 

KQJ10 
A987 

QJ 

A92 
 

-- 
QJ10 

8753 

QJ10875 
 

Despite his pass on the first round he's reached a 
good-looking contract! He quickly glances to our CC 

to notice the 3rd/5th convention and that makes a 
good plan: first to knock down my ace of spades to 

throw away both queen and jack of hearts and then 

to allow the lovely 987 to do the same with my king 
of hearts. Moreover, since the heart finess is off then 

the club finess is on! 
 

So he smoothly goes up with the Ace, smashes my 

Ace of spades and leads club around only to find 
himself two down very soon. 
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=) What can I say?! My lady has made just another 

killing lead! =) 
 

                        KQJ10 
                        A987 

                        QJ 

                        A92 
 

9732                                  A8654 
K653                                  42 

109                                    AK642 
642                                    K 

 

                        -- 
                        QJ10 

                        8753 
                        QJ10875 

 

 
============================= 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

beer 1/2 20 kn

wine (bottle) 99 kn

Mojito 30 kn

apersol spritz 30 kn

gemist 15 kn

KARAOKE
special drink prices!!!!

MONDay, yacht club
 

 

 

 

 
PLEASE! 

 
POST PHOTOS TO FESTIVAL 

FACEBOOK PAGE. 
 

THE BEST PHOTO WILL WIN A 
PRIZE! 
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PULA TO 

REMEMBER 
By Srfa 

 

II 
 

This is second of four parts of essay describing my 
memories to last year PULA Bridge Festival, I hope 

you will enjoy it. At the end of the first part, author 
and his team are lying third in Men’s Team 

competition. Team takes a jump into the sea before 

start of evening session and is ready to continue… 
 

We start evening session on table 2, against reputed 
polish team LAPLAS (Igla, Lasocki, Nawrocki, 

Wiankowski) which proved afterwards to be 

strongest team of whole Festival, being in top 5 of all 
team competitions. As expected, solid bridge is 

played all around. As it becomes a habit, we are 
making one game contract in one room, while 

defeating it in another, and we win especially sweet 

5 IMP’s where 5 diamonds sacrifice in favorable 
vulnerability was taken and doubled in both rooms. I 

risked underlead of Axx in side suit, KJx was on 
table, partner was blessed to have queen doubleton 

finishes with +17, we are now leaders and are 

shifting to table one. 

 
Through years I collected just limited experience of 

playing on table one in large team tournaments, 
surrounded with kibitzers, and I have to admit I was 

not playing particularly well in such circumstances, 

and my team was usually fading out after that. So I 
took precaution to decide not to feel too bad if this 

happens again. Perhaps that helped to remove 
pressure, and we are trying to look like seasoned 

campaigners to yet another polish squad that is 
playing on table 1 practically from beginning of 

tournament. Well, finally this round proves to be 

bidding rather than play contest. There are 6 flat 
boards, plus one where good 3 NT should be bid on 

21 count, and one where double fit and key void is 
enabling making of grand slam on low point count. 

We outbid our noble opponents on both boards, and 

we are winning match with +23. We remain firmly 
seated on table one, with half-of-match advantage, 

meaning that draw is guaranteeing us a win. 
 

 

 

In last round, we are glad that our opponents are 

compatriots from Zagreb, headed by our national 
grandmaster and president of Croatian bridge union  

– Jurica Carić. Having familiar faces to play against in 
such situation helps a little. I’m acting as if being 

calm, although trembling inside. This is so good 

chance to win tournament in Pula Bridge Festival, 
who knows if there ever will be next one? I would 

prefer to have calm boards in this situation, but of 
course that match starts with two goulashes. On first 

one there is judgment to be made on fifth level. We 
play 5 spades doubled making, our teammates are 

biding 6 clubs constructively, and they are two down 

doubled, but vulnerability is right so we gain 8 IMPs. 
I’m gaining some confidence on that one, but next 

board is again lively. At vul. all I open 1 club with x 
KJx AKxx AKJxx. LHO doubles, partner bids 1 

diamond and that is doubled. When tray comes back 

I’m asking Jurica to confirm that double of 1 diamond 
is penalty, and Jurica confirms that it indeed is. What 

is going on here? Bidding is more than suspect, but 
still it feels right not to allow opponents to find their 

guaranteed spade fit and possibly good make or 
sacrifice? I’m trying to calm down and think 

rationally, but finally succumb into taking rather 

dramatic action of taking out 1 diamond doubled for 
penalties into 5 diamonds! Surprisingly nobody 

doubles this, and on spade lead Faruk is soon 
claiming his contract, his hand being xxx xx Qxxxx 

Qxx. So 5 diamonds easily makes, as both major suit 

games are making for our opponents. It turns out 
that in another room bidding is quite less dramatic; it 

goes one club-all pass! After this board, finally calm 
boards are arriving one after another, and after each 

one of them I feel that our grip around trophy for 

this tourney is becoming tighter and tighter. 
 

At the end, we are winning with comfortable margin 
of 12 VP, i.e. one full match. Of course that we are 

celebrating until morning hours and only strong wind 
and high waves are stopping us from midnight jump 

into the sea. 
 

 
Do you have a story? 

 
Do you wish to share it here? 

 
Of course you do. 

 
Send your stories to 

t_schtsch@yahoo.com. 
 
 
 
 

 

mailto:t_schtsch@yahoo.com
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IMP pairs results (best 36 of 164) 
 

 
 

       

1 A Stankovic-T Scepanovic 79   19 R Wald-B Saurer 33 

2 P Svobodova-O Svoboda 76   20 M Kita-D Sosin 32 

  T Pilch-M Pieczka 76     K Sentic-L Zunic 32 

4 A Maszczyszyn-J Swiatkowski 56     T Klys-A Bakalarz 32 

5 R Probst-B Senior 54   23 J Wojcieszek-J Ciechomski 31 

6 R Jagroop-R Brandsma 52     G Jankunaite-G Sarkanas 31 

  I Kowalczyk-T Wisniewski 52     B von Kleist-M Felmy 31 

8 A Hydes-T Sasek 51   26 K Cios-L Krzeczek 29 

9 M Czerepak-J Mscisz 42     D Diklic-J Hayman 29 

10 M Jentsch-K Spiegelberg 41   28 A Voscilla-Z Orlic 27 

11 J Skwark-M Milaszewski 40   29 S Olech-B Igla 26 

  G Keldermans-K Berbers 40     L Bieganski-L Pecherzewski 26 

  Z Ciereszko-A Poznysz 40     S Mierzwa-J Natorski 26 

14 G Radisic-D Zipovski 39     M Kita-K Kleinrok 26 

  D Kapitanski-K Kapitanski 39   33 P Gal-K Lazar 25 

  E Baydin-A Budaev 39   34 

B Handley Pritchard-A 

Pritchard 24 

17 A Antonov-T Tzolov 37   35 B Rasula-J Sadar 23 

18 P Kazub-J Grzelczak 34   36 J Grewling-J Wlodkowski 22 

 

Mixed teams results (best 12 of 42) 

1.TOMI - R Braun, M Eggeling, T Gotard, J 
Jansma, A Jansma 93,89VP 

2.FRANZ - I Betina Artmer, J Simon, F 

Terraneo, S Terraneo 79,65VP 
3.MY NAME IS BOBBY BROWN - G Dombi, H 

Hudzka, G Macskasy, G Nyaradi 78,3VP 
4.ANGEL OF HARLEM - A Babsch, Z Kertesz, 

T Kootz, E Schamberger 76,06VP 

5.SLOSTRIA - H Charkow, A Jesenicnik, T 
Orac, M Paulin, S Roijko, B Weihs 75,28VP 

6.DINO - R Brandsma, W Buket, K de 
Leeuvo, R Jagroop, A Muldon, A van der 

Meer 75,1VP 
7.PRAHA - P Bahnik, E Bahnikova, O 

Svoboda, P Svobodova 75,09VP 

8.CONNECTOR - G Jankunaite, D Kazmucha, 
G Sarkanas, C Serek 74,18VP 

9.XXXXXYXY - M Basa, D Gold, M Lewis, R 
Muller 72,03VP 

10.LIPOV LAD - M Adamovic, N Bogdanovic, 

V Danilovic, A Dordevic 71,59VP 
11.KINGA - Z Kerekes, L Szilagyi, S 

Tomljanovic, V Zoric 69,87VP 
12.MLADOST - A Antonov, D Grigorova, M 

Ribarska, T Tzolov 69,5VP 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Mixed team winners: Jan Jansma, Aida Jansma, 
Marie Eggeling, Raffael Braun, Thomas Gotard 
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Men’s teams results (best 12 of 39) 

1.DRYL - W Burakowski, I Kowalczyk, J Russyan, 
T Wisniewski 81,24VP 

2.LAPLAS - J Ciechomski, B Igla, P Nawrocki, T 

Urbanski, P Wiankowski 80,02VP 
3.PRAVDA ZA DEANA - B Handley Pritchard, B 

Kauzlaric, S Simic, A Stankovic, L Zunic 79,88VP 
4.SENATOR - J Gawecki, M Kowalski, W 

Maryniowski, S Pajak, J Razik 76,41VP 
5.BEL-NOR - X Frencken, L Froeland, J Helge 

Herland, X Vandereet 74,98VP 

6.KRAKOW - J Blajda, M Jaworski, T Paluchowski, 
G Superson 74,69VP 

7.LODZ - J Grzelczak, P Kazub, G Lewaciak, W 
Skora, W Turant, P Zubiel 72,3VP 

8.SFORA TYTUSA - E Beldzik, T Bisping, M Igla, 

W Strzemecki 70,49VP  
9.KONTRA  - J Chmielewski,A Jablonski,J 

Kullass,M Wawrzyniak 70.29VP 
10.JUST  - R Jaskiewicz,W Sroczynski,P 

Tuszynski,M Urbanski 70.13VP 
11.PIK BIELSKO  - A Bakalarz,K Cios,T Klys,L 

Krzeczek 69.38VP 

12.LEGIA  - S Cieslak,A Gelberg,J Jodelka,K 
Kleinrok 68.31VP 

 

 

Men’s team winners: Waldemar Burakowski, 
Ireneusz Kowalczyk, Jerzy Russyan, Tomasz 
Wisniewski 
 
 

 

 

 

 

INTERVIEW: 

Dino Rasic 
 

1. Dino, you are the captain of Croatian Open team, 

who, for the first time, managed to qualify for 2nd 

round in European Championship. How do you 

feel? 

Well, I feel very proud. We missed it four years back 

in Ostende for a 1 VP,  but we finally did it this year. 
The emotions just run over me when we realize we 

did it. Well, can you imagine how would you feel 
when you did something nobody ever did it yet in 

your country. No matter what it is. We were 

representing our country, our friends and the game 
we like. I personally think the moment something like 

that start, we stop to be ourselves, Dino, Goran or 
Jurica, and become all nationals. 

 

2. How did you like Opatija as venue of Europeans? 

Opatija was great. Everything.  From the accommodation, 

organisation, sport hall itself, organized bus transfers, 

restaurant offer, city cultural venues almost every evening, 

beaches...weather was great.  Do not forget that for the 

first time the President of one country came at the grand 

opening. And a people had a drink with him. Amazing.  As 

you know we play often in Opatija, but as we all were told, 

our bridge friends all over the Europe were thrilled. I think 

Croatia can offer outstanding service and a great holidays 

at a very fair prices comparing the rest of the western 

European countries. 

 

 

 

3. Tell us something about your boys. 

My boys?  I like it. Well...my boys...few of them 

internationally experienced players played for some time 

back home as pairs. As we are not professionals, the 

preparation period was as it was. But I can tell some 

worked really hard trying to improve the system and a 

game. Some did better, some not, but we did our 

maximum to achieve what only me expected. I believed it 

every time.  And I always will. If not, maybe I would not 

be the best person for it.  
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4. Tell us, what the greatest strengths of your team 

are. 

Team spirit. This is the only thing that I insist at. We do 

not have to be best friends. We do not have to go for a 

coffee when we come back home, but there, we must be a 

team, heading to our goal. No hard feelings, no 

misunderstanding. At least not in front of me or each 

other. I would like to stress the fact that day after day, all 

of my boys (I like a term now) played better and better.  I 

was at the table every match and witnessed  it. I like the 

fact they were surely unhappy with the start. Not happy 

about what they represented. We set and talked.  And 

talked and talked. So the final answer would be a spirit. 

 

5. What was your main job as a captain? 

A job? I don’t take it as a job. I think none of the captains 

should. There is no something like a job description about 

it.  I did it four times. I strongly recommend to any of new 

captains not to talk about the cards or any line of play, but 

to be their best friend. At least there. Well you do some 

“minor” things about presenting the opponent’s systems, 

line ups or any technical issues. But most of all you hold 

the spirit. They must not think about anything but the play. 

Still, you hold the key to success. 

 

6. During the championship what was the best 

moment? 

 

The best moment was the fact we ended with the six wins 

in a row, came back from nowhere. As it was standing we 

had a very tiny chance. I told them that we have a chance, 

a chance that not should be waited for who knows how  

many years again. We really showed some guts. I will tell 

you. Last two days I made some changes in advance 

agreed sittings and it worked. I will never forget all our 

friends who came those two last days in Pula to support us 

and will never forget how they waited on us after the last 

match how we celebrate and kissed and cried. Ok, I lie. It 

was only me who cried. 

 

7. With whom will you play this year in Pula? 

I have no idea. I am about to come for a whole festival. 

Will I play all the tournaments I do not know. Look as I 

am a big star now, at least in my country, everybody 

would like to play with me. Ahahahhahaha... 

 

8. What you like about Pula festival? 

What I do? Better question would be what I do not.  Well, 

everything. Pula, as one of the biggest European festivals, 

biggest by far in the region, is taken by me as a friendly 

reunion. I can hardly wait to meet all of my European 

friends. Results really do not matter. Same thing above 

mentioned abot the city of Opatija stands for Pula 

tournament. Great place, great accommodation, weather, 

beaches, food and a lot a lot of friends.  
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FESTIVAL RULES 
 

 Always be on time! 

 Make your registration in advance! 

 For both pair and team games you should register at Registration desk at least one hour before 

tournament starts, but please do it as soon as possible. 

 For teams tournaments you should pay your entry fee at Registration desk at the time of 

registration 
 For pairs tournaments you should pay entry at the table in the first round (please prepare exact 

amount of money in advance). In case you do not put exact amount of money in the envelope we 

will return the change during the tournament. 
 Slow play will not be tolerated 

 Remain seated until the change is announced! 

 Bridge mates will be used in all events  

 The use the stop card is obligatory! 

 The convention card is not obligatory, but we strongly advise to fill in one! Please feel free to take 

a copy at Registration desk.  

 Make your opening leads faced down. 

 Leave the boards and the bidding boxes on the table. Please close the bidding boxes. 

 Be nice to your partner, opponents, officials of the tournament and others...only together we can 

make this tournament friendly and pleasent place for all. 
 Follow the ALERT procedure! 

 One club opening should be alerted if it promises less than 2 cards. One diamond should be alerted 

if it promises less than 3 cards. 

 1 NT opening bid, if not 15-18 balanced variety must be alerted! 

 HUM and brown stickers are not allowed (please check with TD if you are not sure about 

conventions you use) 

 Do not alert after 3NT 

Tihana  

Non-stop, find me. (tihana@pilar.hr, +385 99 666 
8877) 

 
Partnership desk (wall) is right next to 

Registration desk. Leave your message there!  

Working hours 
 

          

Registration Desk 

Monday:   12 a.m.   - 3 p.m. (before the tournament)      
8 p.m.   - 9 p.m. (between the sessions) 

  After the last session we are at the party 

 
Tuesday:  6 p.m. - 9 p.m. (before the tournament) 

1 a.m. - 2 a.m (after the tournament) 
 

Prize-giving Desk 
Monday:   2 p.m.   - 3 p.m. (before the tournament)       

8 p.m.   - 9 p.m.  (between the sessions) 

  After the last session we are at the party 
 

Tuesday:  8 p.m. - 9 p.m. (before the tournament) 
1 a.m. - 2 a.m (after the tournament) 

 

Voucher Desk 
Monday:   2 p.m.   - 3 p.m. (before the tournament)       

8 p.m.   - 9 p.m.  (between the sessions) 
  After the last session we are at the party 

Tuesday:    
7 p.m. - 9 p.m. (before the tournament) 

1 a.m. - 2 a.m (after the tournament) 

  

IMPORTANT 
 

1. CONVENTION CARD IS HIGHLY 
RECOMMENDED  You can get your copy at 

the Registration desk. 

2. AT THE REGISTRATION  DESK YOU CAN 

REGISTER FOR ALL TOURNAMENTS IN 
ADVANCE. PLEASE DO SO! 

3. Entries for pairs tournaments are paid at the 

table. PLEASE PREPARE THE EXACT AMOUNT 
OF MONEY. 

4. COLLECT YOUR PRIZE AT PRIZE-GIVING 
DESK THE DAY AFTER YOU WIN IT. 

5. WE GIVE SOME BIZZARE PRIZES (Cro-Int ?). 

YOU MAY BE A WINNER EVEN IF YOU THINK 
YOU HAVE NO CHANCE. PLEASE CHECK! 

mailto:tihana@pilar.hr

